MODERN DESIGN METHODS FOR EXTERNAL FIRE SPREAD
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Requirement B4(1) of the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended) primarily addresses two hazards: building-to-building fire spread and upward storey-to-storey fire spread. Current
design methods for these hazards are limited and often lead to significant implications for building design. This proposal outlines an approach to developing two new design tools, one
for each hazard. The approach would quantify the probability of failure that the English regulatory system implicitly deems acceptable for each hazard in inert enclosures, which would
then be used as benchmarks to design buildings with inert or combustible enclosures. The tools would provide a means of demonstrating acceptable risk levels for both hazards,
informing the specification of measures such as spandrel height and suppression system reliability. This is particularly relevant for combustible enclosures, which can increase the risk
posed by both hazards. The tools would be limited to buildings with Euroclass A1/A2 external wall systems. The same development framework would be used for both tools (Figure 1).
a) Define acceptable
performance criterion /
criteria (APC)

b) Develop a method to
generate building-specific
design fire spectra

c) Develop a method to
convert design fires into
receiver heat flux curves

d) Develop a method to
predict if a given heat flux
curve satisfies APC

e) Determine acceptable
probability of failure and
create a design tool

f) Assess combustible
enclosure impacts and
update design tool

Figure 1: Overview of the framework for developing both design tools

WP1: BUILDING-TO-BUILDING FIRE SPREAD

WP2: STOREY-TO-STOREY FIRE SPREAD
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WP2a)

The building should have an adequately low probability of subjecting a neighbouring

The building should have an adequately low probability of upward storey-to-storey fire

building to an incident heat flux (IHF) exposure equivalent to 12.6 kW/m2 for 10

spread occurring within 15 minutes of ignition. For higher consequence buildings, a

minutes. This is based upon BR 187 [1].

delay time greater than 15 minutes may be appropriate. The delay time of 15 minutes

WP1b)

is based upon the findings of Fire Note 8 [3].

Make modifications as required to OFR's SFEPRAPY tool [2].

WP2b)

WP1c)

Same as WP1b).

Discretise the emitter and determine the time-temperature history for each element.

WP2c)

Discretise the receiver and calculate the time history of IHF for each element. See

Same as WP1c), except make the emitter exclusively comprise external elements and

Figure 2 (left: illustrative emitter discretisation, right: 3-D view of emitter and receiver).

make the receiver the external wall on the storey above the compartment of fire origin.

WP2d)
Create a sample by positioning a cotton pad behind a glass panel with no recognised
fire resistance. Calibrate the sample such that piloted ignition of the cotton pad occurs
after an average of 15 minutes' exposure to the IHF curve induced 1 m above the top
of the opening in a BS 8414 test [4]. Create a machine learning classification model to
predict if piloted ignition of the cotton pad occurs within 15 minutes for an identical
Figure 2: Illustrating the discretisation of an emitter into protected, unprotected and
external elements and a neighbouring building's elevation into receiver elements.

WP1d)

sample exposed to a user-specified IHF curve. Train and validate the model using the
same approach as for WP1d), i.e., H-TRIS + derived parameters. See Figures 5 and 6.
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to a constant IHF of 12.6 kW/m2. Create a machine learning classification model to
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IHF curve. Train and validate the model using two sets of IHF curves - specifically, via
H-TRIS testing and a range of analytically derived parameters. See Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 5: Benchmark IHF curves against
the first 15 minutes of BS 8414 at 1 m

Figure 6: Illustrating the use of H-TRIS /
derived parameters for model training
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Figure 3: Illustrating the need for a
comparative method for IHF curves
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Figure 4: Illustrative contextualisation of
the classification model concept
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